into the romantic Kago, glancing as we pass by into miles of open shop-
fronts, many of them 'news' shops, that is to say, shops full of prints. We
pass pedlars, pilgrims with jangling-staffs, carrying slender cabinets on
their backs filled with trays. The trays were sometimes filled with ex-
quisite prints of every son by popular artists of the day, making the por-
traits of popular favourites on the stage, all the prints to be sold in public
places. These are the animated news-stands of that period. These pedlars
were then all the newsboys there were.
We see posted in the shops coloured pictures, prints, of gorgeous Oiran
or Courtesans and their Komuso, or little pupils.
Advertising' was active then as now, but the artist's individuality
never suffered on account of it then. Why?
Ahead of us now looms a great black gate and directly in front of the
gateway a great cherry tree is in bloom, like drifted pink snow in the light
of innumerable red and white lanterns. Just inside the gate we come upon
the Oiran or Yoshiwara procession. The prints have prepared us for that.
The procession is now prepared for us.
In the centre of each group of the elaborate pageant is a gorgeous
feminine creature exaggerated by resplendent robes and extravagant
head-dress. She is slowly moving with feminine traits deliberately exag-
gerated, undulating with stately artificiality on white-clad feet thrust into
high black-lacquered clogs. Her face is plastered dead-white, her lips
painted the limit of scarlet. The only animate human thing in the en-
semble of gorgeous robes, impassive face and black and gold head-dress is
the pair of sly black eyes. They move in the white mask and regard you for
one brief, seeing moment—with mischief in then- depths. With measured
tread and artificial grace she moves on in slow, stately pomp, surrounded
by other creatures as feminine but far less gorgeous. And following just
behind the gorgeous 'Oiran' come two Komuso, plaintive little creatures,
wonderfully dressed, made likewise in little. And being as stately as small
editions can be. Such splendours as you can only call barbaric are there be-
fore you. The procession centring about the barbaric queen, too queenly
for any but barbarism, moves slowly to the gate, herself now softly flecked
by the falling petals of the great cherry tree. Other gorgeous 'Oiran' are
coming, all of them surrounded by similar groups lit by dancing coloured
lanterns as was the queen of the Yoshiwara.
As the gorgeous procession turns to go back again, sober-robed men like-
grey moths hovering about some glittering flame, follow, fascinated. Such
splendour dazzles duller lives. An apparition of heaven to them.
Individuality marks each Oiran and her group, in spite of the severely
conventional style that seems to be imposed upon them all.
Here, as the high black-lacquered clogs scrape slowly over the roadway
now pink with fallen cherry-flower petals, is the ceremonial glorification
of something we of the West have never been allowed to understand, if
indeed we are able to understand it.
Here, it appears, a woman is raised to nth power as symbol among men.

